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Saudi Arabia could undergo through serious attacks and confusion.
It is believed to be one of those countries controlling oil prices globally, affecting many
countries and corporations around the globe, indirectly and severely oppressing some countries and corporations globally. It could be the very first country to see its upheaval sooner
than other countries on our list of prediction. It has very strong enemies, and few strong allies. Nevertheless its trend of hard aspect is on horizon. It appeared that it could get double-Nuked even though the effecting area would be at the edge of division #11, and #8.
See Nuclear Attack on Hiroshima on August 6, 1945 for an example. A nuclear attack usually
involves one negative major planet in division #11, and one moving Uranus in division #8
when it turned negative.
Remember now we are fully at Nuclear age, it started at the second part of WW2 (World
War 2). It would be risky to ignore this trend. Check out our FAQ on how to go about defending yourself, do it in timely manner, it appeared you may not have enough time.
If this is your country and you like to get more detailed reading for a nominal fee, contact us
as soon as possible. To understand chart, there are example charts you can make some reference to, visit our main website for details at //Supernaturalengineering.com

Saudi Arabia could undergo through serious attacks and/or confusion. It is believed to be one of those countries controlling oil prices globally, affecting many countries and corporations around the globe. It could be the very first country
to see its upheaval sooner than other countries on the list of WW3. It has very strong enemies upsetting with its role.
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WARNING: This is copyrighted artwork, work or sample product of
Supernatural Engineering Co.
Copying, printing, and or using it in any illegal capacity without our
written consent violates U.S. copyright’s law of federal code, as well as
international law. You may distribute it to warn others, but not to market
your product or to compete.
Who are we?
Supernatural Engineering is a high-end trend analysis company, providing services in reading and predicting world wide war, economic boom
and crisis, financial trends, health and personal issues of corporate leaders, politicians and those who can afford our service. Learn more, by
visiting our website at:
//Supernaturalengineering.com
Thank you.

This is another strong episode (upheaval) of Saudi Arabia hard aspect. On this one Saudi does have time for preparation for defense. We will not comment much on this one but do pay attention to Pluto-opposition-Pluto. It is one of the
most difficult test human have to go through. See related topic and comment on our web in FAQ page and Project list.
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